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Abstract: Manual counting and packaging processes often involve repetitive, error-prone tasks.
Specifically, packaging wooden handles, utilized in gardening tools and cutlery, typically relies on
labor-intensive methods with dimensions varying in diameter, length and mass. These variations com-
plicate packaging, requiring precise counting and diverse handling solutions. This article introduces
an automated counting structure tailored for a wide array of wooden handles manufactured by a com-
pany in northern Portugal. Employing standardized mechanical design methodologies, we delineate
crucial stages encompassing the design, development, implementation and testing of this specialized
counting equipment. The machine has been partially integrated into the management system of the
company, taking into account future global integration according to the Industry 4.0 concept.

Keywords: counting; mechatronic design; VDI 2206; VDI 2221; wooden handles

1. Introduction

Packaging plays a vital role in safeguarding a wide array of products, from food items
like sugar and rice packaged in bags to cereals in boxes and beverages in bottles. Its primary
objective is to protect products during handling and influence consumer choice [1–5].

Automated packaging involves methodically depositing products into suitable con-
tainers. While methods based on quantity, weight or time are common, processes reliant on
weight may exhibit variations in the final quantity due to diverse product dimensions and
masses, as observed in screw packaging [5]. Wooden handles, essential tool components,
come in varying configurations, diameters, and lengths to ensure optimal grip and han-
dling. Wood’s anisotropy, coupled with factors like humidity and density, affects handle
quality and weight, thereby impacting the packaging process [6].

This paper addresses the challenge of counting and packaging wooden handles, con-
sidering their structural complexities and raw material influences. The subsequent sections
will discuss the methods and materials used in system development, steps involved in con-
structing the packaging system, results analysis, conclusions, and future study directions.

Wooden handles play a crucial role in facilitating tool handling by providing optimal
grip and contact between the human hand and the tool. Their diverse configurations are
pivotal in achieving this, often incorporating features such as grooves to increase friction.
Figure 1 illustrates various handle configurations [6].
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Figure 1. Different configurations of wooden handles [6].

The manual counting process, depicted in Figure 2, showcases the current manual
packaging method used for wooden handles. This intricate procedure demands operators
to simultaneously support the packaging (bag) while counting the handles to be packaged.
The labor-intensive nature of this process often leads to errors, inefficiencies, and time
wastage, necessitating a more efficient and accurate solution.

Figure 2. Packaging process for wooden handles [7].

The complexity involved in packaging wooden handles necessitates a comprehensive
approach that integrates robust methods and appropriate materials. Section 2 delineates
systematic strategies and materials used in developing the automated packaging system.
This section expounds upon the systematic progression from ideation to execution in
crafting a reliable packaging solution for wooden handles, considering the intricacies
observed in various packaging processes. The subsequent sections delve into the methods,
materials utilized, development steps and results analysis of the automated packaging
system.

This document is structured as follows: This section introduces the challenge of count-
ing wood products and mentions some of the problems associated with their processing.
Section 2 discusses the methods and materials used to develop the system, while Section 3
describes the main steps taken to develop and build the packaging system. Section 4
presents some results and analyzes the behavior of the equipment. Section 5 finishes with
conclusions and future work.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Characterization of Best-Selling Products

The study commenced by characterizing the best-selling wooden handles by their
shape, diameter, and length. A comprehensive analysis was undertaken to discern the
crucial variables, particularly length and diameter, to understand their interrelation, as
illustrated in Table 1 [7].

Table 1. Sales analysis for 2022—diameter–length ratio [7].

Diameter
Lengths 2

<50 mm 50–100 mm 100–150 mm 150–200 mm >200 mm %

<15 mm 0 5000 70,000 0 0 2.62
15–25 mm 10,000 5000 20,000 2000 7000 1.54
25–35 mm 2000 30,000 2,500,000 17,000 35,000 90.40
35–45 mm 1000 8000 120,000 20,000 5000 5.39
>45 mm 500 0 0 1000 0 0.05

Total 13,500 48,000 2,710,000 40,000 47,000 2,858,500
% 0.47 1.68 94.80 1.40 1.64 100

The analysis of Table 1 elucidates that nearly 95% of the sales in 2022 were dominated
by handles ranging between 100 and 150 mm in length. Notably, within this length range,
approximately 90% of the handles sold had diameters ranging from 25 to 35 mm. This
statistical benchmark was pivotal in formulating the handle counting solution.

2.2. Evaluation of Current Packaging Process

A SWOT analysis was conducted on the existing packaging process to devise spe-
cialized equipment for packaging handles of varied dimensions. The analysis revealed
several pros and cons. The pros of manual packaging encompassed the processing speed
for small quantities and the absence of specific equipment, albeit with quality control
limited to a visual level. Conversely, cons included a slow processing time for large batches,
necessitating several employees, error potential due to fatigue, ergonomic challenges, repet-
itive movements leading to injuries and high physical effort, as depicted in Figure 2. The
challenges outweighed the benefits, prompting the need to develop automated equipment.

2.3. Weighing the Wooden Handles

Weighing wooden handle packages necessitates adaptable systems capable of accom-
modating diverse configurations [8]. Conventional packaging systems cater to homogenous
products with defined structures and densities. However, flexible solutions catering to
wood’s anisotropic nature are intricate due to differences in density and moisture con-
tent [9,10]. An experiment was conducted by weighing 600 handles as a reference, vali-
dating that their reference mass approximated 27 kg, Figure 3. Subsequent weighing of
additional handle batches reaffirmed consistency in mass, dispelling doubts regarding the
influence of density and humidity.

A larger-scale experiment involved evaluating the weight variation across 30 bags,
each containing 600 units. The graph depicted a significant dispersion in values, averaging
around 26.80 kg per bag, indicating a difference in humidity and density between woods.
Density and moisture measurements from 7 samples further confirmed variations in mass,
with an average density of 0.7448 g/cm3 and an average humidity of 13.39%.

Despite a smaller sample size for density and moisture measurement, it substantiated
the influence of these parameters on the final package mass.

Section 2 illuminates the challenges encountered in traditional handle counting method-
ologies. Moving forward, Section 3 delves into the innovative approach undertaken to
address these limitations, focusing on the development of an automated piece-by-piece
counting system. This section outlines the methodologies adopted, the structural de-
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sign considerations and the mechanical project evolution leading to the revolutionary
packaging equipment.

Figure 3. Quantity mass ratio per bag of 600 units.

3. Packing Machine

Counting based on weight turned out to be an inadequate solution for this type of
problem due to the impossibility of obtaining an exact number of handles per bag. Counting
errors result in losses for both the company and the customer. Therefore, the most suitable
method for this problem would be piece-by-piece counting, i.e., transitioning from the
current counting process to an automated system. Thus, this section presents the steps that
guided the development of the packaging system, starting with the design concepts and
methodologies used in its development.

3.1. Methodology

Design for Excellence (DFX) is a concept that allows results to be obtained that are as
close as possible to excellence in an engineering project. It takes a systematic approach to
design, focusing on all aspects of the product, from idea conception to final delivery, pro-
viding best practices and guidelines to ensure correct manufacturing in its early production
phase [11].

The DFX concept is design focused (75%) with manufacturing in the background
(25%). This inversion of traditional concepts allows for detailing the project, avoiding errors
that will later lead to delays in development [11,12]. Additionally, it considers many of
the crucial aspects of development in the design phase, contemplating areas dedicated
to manufacturing, sustainability, costs, reliability, maintenance, quality, and tests, among
others [12].

The VDI 2206 standard proposes a multidisciplinary development methodology for
mechatronic systems. This methodology uses the V-model (Figure 4) as a reference, based
on the description of the requirements, the first phase of the project, which culminates
in the creation of a multidisciplinary solution, divided into subfunctions, with a view to
finding solutions whose action is divided into the various domains [13]. All results are
integrated to obtain an overall system solution. In an intermediate phase, a verification of
the properties of the system under development is carried out, with the initial requirements,
continuously and throughout the entire project, until the final product is obtained.
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Figure 4. V-model on the macro-level in VDI 2206. Adapted from [13].

3.2. Mechanical Project

The development of equipment must be focused on its ability to perform the function
for which it is designed. As such, there is a need to develop a set of studies aimed
at obtaining the best solution to the problem, which conceptually can be achieved by
complying with the requirements defined by the VDI 2221 standard [14]. Then, and
according to the standardization presented and for the equipment produced to meet all the
pre-established requirements, several stages were defined with the aim of clarifying the
final objectives, which are as follows:

(a) Clarification and establishment of project objectives;
(b) Establishing the product function structure;
(c) Establishing the product specifications;
(d) Creation of alternative solutions;
(e) Evaluating the alternative solutions;
(f) Perfecting the details.

The adoption of these methodologies was aimed at eliminating disagreements between
the final solution and the initially defined objectives, so the implementation of a tree
diagram (Figure 5) was an essential tool in defining the objectives to be achieved.

Figure 5. Project tree.

Analyzing the tree diagram, a series of inputs and outputs were defined, portraying
the essential functions of the system [15]. Thus, in addition to the traditional inputs and
outputs of the system like energy, material, and signal [15], the following subfunctions
were identified as essential:

(a) Organization of handles;
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(b) Pass one-to-one;
(c) Counting and packing, which made the mechanical project transparent.

On the other hand, morphologically, the mechanical design consists of a series of
combinations of elements capable of producing a final solution that, in most situations,
involves already-existing solutions [14]. In this case, the solution for the packaging equip-
ment assumed a final configuration consisting essentially of a vibratory feeding system,
a set of sensors and an automatic packaging system, resulting from the morphological
analysis shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Morphological map of the automatic handle counting system [7].

Subfunction
Solutions

1 2 3 4

Handle
storage

Funnel storage
of the handles

Manual
deposition of
the handles

--- ---

Organization
of the handles Conveyor Mechatronic

vision system
Vibratory

feeder ---

Feeding
the handles

Vibratory
feeder Conveyor Pneumatic

system ---

Counting
handles Sensor Mechanical

drum system
Turntable

system

Thrust by
pneumatic

cylinder

Packaging
handles

Manual
dumping into

bags

Automatic
packaging

system

Manual with
ring fastening

(single operator)
---

Bag
sealing

By
nylon tape

By
adhesive tape

Sewing
the bag

By
plastic film

Structural Design

The structural design of the equipment (solution resulting from the combination
shown in Table 2) translates into the fundamental stage of equipment construction. For
this, it is necessary to define its dimensions considering, initially, the dimensions of the
packaging bags. Based on this parameter, it was imposed, in terms of the quality of the
packaged products, that vertical packages could not have at any stage of the process a
drop height greater than 500 mm. In this sense, it was necessary to ensure that the defined
drop height was maintained, regardless of the number of packed handles; that is, it was
necessary to create a mobile platform that dynamically adjusts itself depending on the level
sensor control signal, shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Dynamic adjustment of the packaging system.
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The movement of ascent and descent of the platform is carried out by two trapezoidal
spindles placed at the ends. In the advanced position, two horizontal level plates are
placed, delimiting the number of handles received, which varies from configuration to
configuration. In the lowest position of the packaging process, the plates move back
allowing complete filling of the bag.

3.3. Dynamic Analysis of the System

The dimensional parameters of the project are fundamental factors for the correct
functioning of the packaging system. These factors are directly related to the masses to be
moved, operating times, working speeds and other features that in some way can influence
the behavior of the system. The handle level platform and component mass values are
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Level platform details.

Since the handle level platform is the fundamental component of the system, its study
assumed the main role both in terms of working speeds and the torques necessary for its
movement. Therefore, the times of descent and ascent of the platform were dictated by the
rotation induced in the spindles and by their pitch. In this case, it was considered that the
downward movement was slow and it was defined experimentally depending on each con-
figuration and the dimensions of the handles to be packaged, while the upward movement
was considered fast, depending only on the rotation speed of the engine, the relationship
between pulleys and the total mass transported vertically (≈60 kg, see Figure 7).

The ascent and descent of the platform are carried out by two trapezoidal spindles
conditioned by the associated speeds. Therefore, the factors that determine the choice of
the pitch of a spindle are the times of rise of the platform and the speed of rotation induced
by them, as well as the distance to travel. Thus, the displacement or feed per revolution is
related to the helix angle which can be described by

tan λ =
l

π·dm
(1)

where λ is the helix angle in degrees [◦], l is the lead of the screw [mm] and dm is the mean
diameter of the screw [mm]. The average diameter corresponds to the point of contact
between the spindle and hub cubes. It should be noted that the upward force depends not
only on the external force but on all forces associated with the point of contact of the bodies.
Thus, if we consider a free-body diagram applied at the point of contact, we will have to
consider not only the external force but also the upward force, the normal reaction force,
the frictional force and the force that forces the cube to descend.
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From the balance of forces in x and y and solving the system as a function of the ascent
force, we will obtain the expression that translates into the driving force to be applied to
the spindle in the ascent. The value of the upward driving force is given by

Fs =
cos α· sin λ + µ· cos λ

cos α· cos λ − µ·sin λ
·F (2)

where Fs is the upward force [N], µ is the coefficient of friction and F is the external force
[kN]. Considering (1) and dividing (2) by cos λ (recalling that cos α = 1⁄secα), we obtain the
expression that represents the driving force applied to the spindle in case the cube goes up.

Fs =
l + π·µ·dm·sec α

π·dm − µ·l·sec α
·F (3)

where the fillet angle equals 2α, while in the metric system 2α equals 30◦.
The moment that must be applied to the spindle to raise the cube is given by

Ms = Fs
dm

2
⇒ Ms =

l + π·µ·dm·sec α

π·dm − µ·l·sec α
· Fdm

2
(4)

which is nothing more than the moment to apply to the spindles to raise the platform to
handle level and overcome the friction of the threads.

Proceeding in a similar way to the dynamic analysis of the cube’s upward movement,
in relation to its downward movement, the following expressions result:

Fd =
π·µ·dm·sec α − l
π·dm + µ·l·sec α

·F (5)

Md =
π·µ·dm·sec α − l
π·dm + µ·l·sec α

· Fdm

2
(6)

From the spindle dynamic analysis point of view, one must also consider whether (6)
assumes negative values, cubes descent without the need to apply any moment or whether
it assumes positive values, a self-immobilized system. Thus, the necessary condition for
self-immobilization will be given by

π·µ·dm·sec α > l (7)

3.3.1. Spindle Selection

The factors that determined the choice of the spindle pitch were the platform rise
times and the rotation speed induced by them. It was defined that the handle level control
platform should travel 720 mm, bag height, in a maximum rise time of 8 s.

Based on these assumptions, a standard spindle, with a diameter of 18 mm and dm of
16 mm, with a pitch of 4 mm (displacement l per revolution) was chosen. The calculation
of the spindle rotation speed was performed using

nrot =
L
l
=

720
4

= 180 (8)

n =
nrot

t
=

180
0.1333

= 1350 rpm (9)

where nrot is the number of rotations to scroll L, L is the spindle length [mm] and t is the
time [min].

On the other hand, given the need to consider the self-immobilization conditions of
the spindle, in emergency stop conditions, the verification of this condition was carried
out through (7). As the friction coefficient of the spindle with the cube, in this case, was
considered 0.3 [16], the verification of this condition resulted in a value of 15.612 mm,
which is considerably higher than the pitch value, 4 mm.
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To drive the two spindles, a servomotor capable of guaranteeing different speeds
was chosen, with constant torque, both for the descent at low speeds and for the ascent
at maximum speed. The climb torque required to overcome the external and frictional
forces was calculated based on (4). The result of the climbing torque obtained, based on
the conditions defined in Figure 7, was 0.9412 nm, which, corrected with a safety factor of
3, translates into a torque of 2.83 nm. The descent torque was calculated using (6) under
the same conditions, resulting in a descent moment of 0.4518 nm, which, corrected with
a safety factor of 3, translates into a torque of 1.35 nm. The servomotor should work on
the descent; however, the self-immobilization of the spindle was confirmed, resulting in a
positive value of the descent moment.

This spindle’s dynamic analysis led to the selection of a servomotor and confirmed
the spindle’s functionality for both ascent and descent within the packaging system. This
selection also considered safety factors for torque and ensured the spindle’s operational
stability under different conditions.

3.3.2. Transmission System Selection

A single servomotor was used to drive the spindles. The transmission of the rotation
movement to the two trapezoidal spindles was carried out with a toothed belt system
capable of guaranteeing high rotations and torques with zero slipping. In addition to the
characteristics of the timing belts, other factors were considered, as they are fundamental
for the correct selection of the belt. Thus, based on the calculations recommended by [17],
the following factors were considered:

• Basic service factor (C0)—corresponds to the number of hours of operation, which is
approximately 8 h/day. Considering that the packaging machine works constantly for
8 h, the associated factor is 1.6;

• Speed correction factor (C3)—corresponds to the speed ratio between the axes. In this
case, the spindles rotate at the same speed, so the speed ratio is 1. The speed correction
factor is 0;

• Fatigue correction factor (C6)—corresponds to the operating conditions of the equip-
ment. In this case, it operates occasionally during the day and the fatigue correction
factor is −0.2.

The total service factor (C2) of the speed transmission system between the spindles
will be given by

C2 = C0 + C3 + C6 (10)

where the spindle drive power is given by

PB = P × C2 (11)

where PB is the design power (spindle drive) and P is the power of the selected servomotor.
The values obtained are, respectively, 1.4 and 1.05 kW with the servomotor power equal to
0.75 kW. Figure 8 shows the toothed belts (1 and 2) and the motion transmission pulleys
associated with the spindles (3).

Figure 8. Transmissions and movement ratio.
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3.3.3. Selection of Pneumatic Actuators

The pneumatic actuators (see positioning of component 5, Figure 7) are responsible for
maintaining the positioning of the package and the level of the handles supported by the
leveled platform, which, moving horizontally, moves the support plates. The forces acting
on the plate translate the mass of the bag when filled, acting horizontally, as well as the
mass of the plate itself. The pneumatic actuator must ensure the positioning of the plate but
it must also move the plate. Considering these two forces, their simplified representation is
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Representation of the forces applied to the plates.

The calculation of the minimum internal diameter of the cylinder was obtained con-
sidering that it works in recoil. In this case, the diameter cannot be calculated directly, as it
depends on both the diameter of the piston and the rod. The calculation was performed
using the following expressions:

dc = 2

√
Fp

η·π·Pt
(12)

Fp = η·A·Pt (13)

where dc is the minimum internal diameter of the cylinder [mm], Fp is the mass to move
[kgf], η is the load factor, Pt is the working pressure [kgf/cm2] and A is the return area [cm2].

Considering the values of the forces acting on the linear actuators, the maximum mass
of the packaged handles divided by two plates and the mass of each one, a minimum
cylinder diameter to work in advance (12) is 20.14 mm. It was obtained, with a factor
load capacity of 1 (horizontally guided cylinders), a working pressure of 7 bar and total
mass to be moved, in the reverse direction, of 22.3 kgf per plate. As the diameter is not
standardized, a 25 mm cylinder and 10 mm rod were chosen. However, the calculation that
really interests us is the force that the cylinder must exert on recoil (13). After verifying
the behavior of the cylinder in the retorn, a maximum value of 28.7 kgf was found, which
guarantees, perfectly, the movement of fixation of the plates.

3.4. Counting System

All the concepts already dealt with are important for the concession of counting
equipment. Dynamic analysis, being essential to define/analyze the operation of the
equipment, together with the entire structural part, are means that define the structure of
the packaging system. However, in addition to these operational and structural support
elements, counting is the core of development since the counting process is the fundamental
objective of the entire development and construction of the system. Thus, to carry out
the counting and, consequently, the packaging, the handles must be directed through
the connecting element of the vibrating bowl (1) to the support structure of the bags. A
transport screen of reduced dimensions interconnects the two structures, guaranteeing not
only the transport but also the counting of the handles. The final view of the developed
packaging machine is shown in Figure 10. It is composed of the following parts:
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Figure 10. Packing and handles counting system.

The handles deposited in the “bulk” in the vibrating bowl (1) are conducted to the han-
dle transport system (2) where the count is performed until reaching the predefined count
value in the human–machine interface (HMI). The system is controlled by a programmable
logic controller (PLC), which also guarantees the protection of all mechanical organs and
people, avoiding possible accidents and losses due to improper handling [18–22].

The handles, deposited in the vibrating bowl, are aligned, and positioned along the
track of the bowl, gradually rising until they reach the end of the track. A sensor responsible
for detecting the presence of the handles starts the transport system, starting the counting
and transport of the handles to the mouth of the package. A guidance system directs the
handles and a sensor positioned in the middle of the belt counts, one by one, the transported
handles, as shown in Figure 11a. If the vibrating bowl sensor detects a lack of handles at
the end of a certain period of time, the system interrupts the count, signaling it with a light
signal. On the other hand, and to guarantee the quality of the packaged product, another
sensor controls the level of the handles deposited in the mouth of the bag, guaranteeing the
predefined maximum height, as shown in Figure 11b. This sensor is responsible for the
order of descent of the level platform, allowing the entry of more handles.

Figure 11. (a) Packing and handle counting system, (b) Bag handle level sensor.

This robust counting system, governed by precise sensors and controlled by a pro-
grammable logic controller, ensures the accuracy and efficiency of the packaging process,
minimizing errors and ensuring the quality of the final product.
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Building upon the innovative developments detailed in Sections 3 and 4 presents
the results and analysis stemming from the implementation of the automated counting
and packaging equipment. Despite meticulous planning and adherence to engineering
methodologies, this chapter highlights the unforeseen challenges encountered during the
commissioning phase and the subsequent adjustments made to ensure optimal function-
ality. It underscores the equipment’s resilience, its adaptive features and the substantial
enhancements introduced to address unexpected issues.

4. Results and Analysis

Regardless of all the methodologies that were used in the development of the counting
and packaging equipment, some adjustments had to be carried out in the commissioning
phase. Thus, in the first test, a misalignment of the handle level platform was verified,
caused by the weak fixation of one of the pulleys of the trapezoidal spindles, causing the
structure to twist, since only one spindle moved. Despite all the control systems, vibra-
tor and conveyor being operational, confirmed by the signals from the handle presence
sensors and the counting sensor, a simple loosening led to the structure warping. Al-
though not being the desired start, these occurrences served to test the emergence that
corresponded perfectly.

The commissioning of the equipment proved to be crucial in detecting anomalies that
had not even been considered in all the engineering methodologies used. The placement of
an eccentric and a sensor at each end of the spindles solved not only the lack of tightness
of the pulley in question but was also essential to detect failures in terms of movement,
due to bursting of the belts or loss of teeth in the transmission belts or by wear of the
pulleys, engine, and followers. Figure 12a shows a front view of the equipment showing
the position of the open bag.

Figure 12. (a) Bag and level sensor; (b) conveyor belt; (c) rotation sensor [7].

The level sensor is placed on the top bar. You can see the vibrating feeding bowl in
the background. Figure 12b shows the conveyor belt that interconnects the vibrating bowl
and the package structure. Counting is carried out approximately in the middle of this
component. Finally, and to respond to possible anomalies related to the movement of the
spindles, Figure 12c shows the sensor and the eccentric used to detect the rotation of the
axes. This simple construction solved problems that could have been troublesome for the
structure or even the machine operator.

Despite the correct functioning of the system, verified after alterations and adjustment
of the components, the natural vibration of the vat and the wooden handles in direct
contact with the metal produced too much noise. This noise, perceived in an industrial
environment, is not essential for the packaging process. However, the vibration of the
handles and the contact with the metal of the vat and the vibrating tracks can cause quality
failures due to peeling of the varnish used to coat the handles. This was the factor that led
to the coating of the vat and the vibrating tracks with a thin layer of rubber.

In the final tests of the equipment and with the amounts defined for each configuration
of handles, very promising results were obtained. The handle leveling platform, controlled
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by the level sensor, perfectly controlled the fall height and the number of handles received
at each step of the descent movement, as shown in Figure 13a. The sensor gave a lowering
order as soon as the level inside the bag reached the mouth of the bag, moving on to the
next step, ensuring the entry of more handless Figure 13b. This process continued to evolve
in the following steps until the bag was completely filled to the amount predefined in the
HMI, as shown in Figure 13c.

Figure 13. (a) Handle counting system; (b) Initial level of handles; (c) Middle level of handles and
sensor level [7].

All warning systems, equipment and operator protection responded promptly to
requests induced in the process and uptimes were met. Operating gains became evident
and the reduction in manpower costs was significant. Packing times were drastically
reduced, as they were now carried out by a single operator who started to load the vibrating
vat, remove the bag with the packed handless and place a new bag.

Section 4’s detailed analysis of the automated system’s performance sets the stage for
Section 5, encapsulating the conclusions drawn from this innovative engineering endeavor.
Emphasizing the successful culmination of the project, Section 5 highlights the significance
of the developed equipment in revolutionizing the packaging process. Furthermore, it ex-
plores potential avenues for future enhancements and improvements, aiming to maximize
operational efficiency and product quality, thus marking the beginning of a new phase of
innovation and refinement in the industry.

5. Conclusions

Every engineering project requires meticulous planning and assessment to achieve its
intended purpose. In the pursuit of enhancing every phase of the varnished wooden handle
packaging system, various theoretical concepts were explored, supporting the system’s
construction based on methodologies outlined in the VDI 2221 and VDI 2206 standards.

The adoption of these design methodologies led to an in-depth study of available
systems in the market. This study, supported by a morphological analysis, facilitated the
determination of the technology to be applied to the system. Notably, the mechatronic
project, aligned with VDI 2206, gave rise to the complete control system developed in
Ladder language, which is supported by a programmable logic controller (PLC).

The ultimate outcome of this development effort resulted in packaging equipment
that ensures the automatic counting and packaging of varnished wooden handles without
causing any damage. This solution effectively addressed all the company’s requisites and
became a pivotal contribution to increasing production, effectively eliminating bottlenecks
in the packaging operation.
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In terms of future work, specific areas for enhancement have been identified. These
involve improvements in soundproofing and security features, alongside the introduction
of new operational modes aimed at making the system more adaptable and flexible. Further
evolution prospects include the integration of a quality control system employing a vision
system to detect anomalies in the handles, allowing for their removal or duplication of the
vibrating vat tracks to double the system’s throughput.

Recommendations for Further Enhancement

• Detailed description of proposed enhancements: Expanding on the planned improve-
ments would add depth to the conclusions. Elaborating on how the introduction of
more flexible operational modes could benefit the system or explaining the specifics of
implementing a vision-based quality control system would be beneficial.

• Consideration of feasibility: Discussing the feasibility and potential challenges of
implementing these improvements within an industrial context, including costs, re-
quired resources and possible technical or operational obstacles would provide a more
comprehensive understanding.

• Highlighting additional benefits: Emphasizing the additional benefits that these proposed
enhancements might bring to production, the final product quality, operational efficiency
or cost savings would reinforce the significance of the proposed improvements.

• Contextualizing impacts: Expanding on how these proposed improvements could
positively impact production and company operations, showcasing how these changes
might optimize industrial processes and yield tangible benefits would be advantageous.

In essence, this engineering venture stands as a testament to the effectiveness of robust
methodologies and innovative design concepts in addressing industrial challenges. The
developed packaging equipment, driven by meticulous design and rigorous testing, not
only met the stipulated objectives but also exceeded expectations. Its successful integration
into the production line marked a pivotal moment, significantly enhancing efficiency and
streamlining the packaging process. Looking ahead, the identified areas for further refine-
ment pave the way for future enhancements, reinforcing the commitment to continuous
improvement and innovation. This culmination of efforts underscores the transformative
impact of this project on the industry, positioning it as a beacon of modernization and
efficiency in handle counting and packaging technology.
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